
Dear Council, 

I writing to oppose to application number Mod 2021/0005

Pasadena is trying to change the restaurant to amplify the kitchens and add more patrons.

We live on Scotland island. We park our car at church point and we use Thomas Stephens 
Reserve as a social hub. We meet other families and friends there. Even though we appreciate 
having shops there for food and groceries we already reached a breaking point in terms of 
infrastructure, mainly there is nowhere to park your car.

Pasadena is constantly applying for licenses from the council to amplify their restaurant or 
license to sell alcohol till late and etc. I am tired of having to constantly fight them, the entire 
community of the bays already suffers with no car park every weekend. People visiting the 
restaurants often park on the10 min parking zone for hours, they park loading zones and etc. 
That makes it really hard to unload groceries and supplies. We also often arrive home from 
sports and etc right at restaurant peak hour, sometimes we have to wait a full hour before we 
can park the car. Sometimes we have elderly or very young kids in the car coming out of 
weekend activities. How would you feel if when you got home there were no spots anywhere 
near your house, even though you pay $500 dollars permits to be able to park at the car park, 
there are no spots allocated for residents.

Pasadena when renovating the business promised they would have alternative transport, like 
shuttle buses from Bayview to help dealing with the parking problem, but it never happened.

In addition to park spots we don’t want to lose our community hub to crowds. We accept and 
welcome visitors but there is a limit to the capacity of a small place. It is definitely already 
overcrowded on the weekends. An extra renovation and amplification of the restaurant will 
exacerbate the issue.

My name is Camila Hardy, we live and own 12 Robertson Road, Scotland island.

I hope our community voice is heard. I am tired of having to oppose their applications every 3-6 
months.

Thank you for spending the time reading my email. I appreciate your time.

Kind regards,
Camila
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